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Maintenance Window 
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Void and Reissue Enhancements 
 

In order to support a more robust process for handing voids and voids and reissues through Payables Lockbox, we have 

created the following new functionality in this release: 

 The ability to specify and require ‘Void’ reasons when a Void or Void and Reissue action is taken 

 If a Void or Void and Reissue is requested within Payables Lockbox for an AvidPay payment, logic and messaging 
will be shown to prompt the user when: 

o A ‘stop payment’ email can be automatically sent to AvidPay Services WHEN the payment is at a status 
where this can be requested 

o When a ‘stop payment’ email cannot be sent because the payment is at a status where a stop payment 
cannot be completed by AvidPay services (thus prompting the user to confirm if they in fact still want to 
continue with the Void or Void and Reissue) 

 

Optional Void Reason 

In the Invoice Config, an administrator can set the option up to add a ‘Void Reason’ option or requirement whenever a 
void is made (if you are an administrator and unsure of where to enable this, please contact Support).   Below is a 
screenshot of the section in the Invoice Config that allows for this setting: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, under the Administration menu, on the left Global Objects panel, the ‘Reject/Delete/Void Codes’ link can 

be selected.  From this page, an Admin user would select the ‘Void Codes’ tab to designate the Void codes they would 

like to set up.   
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When clicking on ‘Add New’, a user must then enter a Void Code and Description.  Both the Code and Description will 

appear in the Void Reason dropdown when a Void or Void and Reissue is requested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stop Payment Logic and Updated Messaging 

In cases where a Void or Void and Reissue is being requested and the underlying Payment is an AvidPay transaction, 
different messaging may occur based on the type of AvidPay payment and the status of that payment.  If the payment is 
an AvidPay payment transaction of one of the following types AND one of the statuses listed below, then an automatic 
‘Stop Payment’ email can be requested to be sent to the AvidPay Services Team: 

 An AvidPay ‘Standard’ Check out of the Avid Clearing Account, an AvidPay Direct Payment, or an AvidPay VCC 
Payment, AND 

 Either a Status of ePayment Initiated, Sent Check to Printer, Issued, or ePayment Check Issued (note that this list 
of statuses may change in future releases) 

If the conditions above are met, then a popup similar to the one below will be shown when the Void or Void and Reissue 
button is selected: 

For a Void: 
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For a Void and Reissue: 

 

Per the notification message, a user can now choose to click the checkbox to automate the stop payment request to the 
AvidPay Services team.  As also stated in the message, there are two things important to note with this new functionality: 

1. Depending on the timing of the request and/or when the payment is actually cleared by the vendor, the Stop 
Payment request may or may not be able to be fulfilled.  For instance, between the time when AvidPay Services 
receives the Stop Payment request, and the time they must handle the Stop Payment request with the bank, it’s 
possible the check or ePayment may have been cleared.  AvidPay services will do their best to complete this 
request, but submitting this request is no guarantee it can be made in time. 

2. Additionally, if a Stop Payment is requested and a user decides that they didn’t mean to request a Stop Payment, 
they would need to send an email to support directly with the request to cancel the Stop Payment.   

If the user confirms the Void with the Stop Payment request, the following Confirmation popup will appear: 
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If the user confirms the Void and Reissue with the Stop Payment request the following Confirmation popup will appear: 

 

If an AvidPay payment is at a status that can no longer be requested for a Stop Payment, the following popup is shown: 

 

Given that the status of this payment may indicate that the payment has already been cleared with the Vendor, a 
confirmation is shown to ensure the user still wants to complete a Void/Void and Reissue request.  An email sample is 
below that shows what will be sent to our payment support team automatically.  This contains the details needed for the 
AvidPay payment to have a Stop Payment request initiated.   
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Credit Memo Enhancements 

Previously, the Payables Lockbox system could not easily handle the following situations with Credit Memos: 

 Applying a single credit memo to multiple invoices 

 A user being able to more easily identify when a credit memo has been applied to the invoice 

 Applying a credit memo to an invoice with a smaller amount than or amount equal to the credit memo itself 

With the new updates in this version, a user with the appropriate Credit Memo permissions now has the ability to handle 
the situations above. 

Applying a single credit memo to multiple invoices 

When a user clicks the ‘Apply’ button to apply a credit to an invoice, or when the popup appears when an invoice is 
approved notifying that a credit exists, both options will now include credit memos that may have already been partially 
applied to other invoices.   

The ‘Apply Open Credit’ window shows all Open Credits and Applied Credits.  The Open Credit section now includes the 
Remaining Open Credit amount, including the Original Credit Amount.  The Applied Credit section including the Credit’s 
original amount and the Amount Applied.   
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The ‘Apply Open Credit’ popup on an Approve or Update Invoice action will now display Credit Memos that have an 
amount available to be applied.   This functionality now accommodates both partially applied credits and entirely 
unapplied credits. 

 

 

More visibility into seeing when credit memos were applied to an invoice 

Currently, it can be a challenge to see what credit memos were applied to an invoice.  With the new functionality, a user 
can now see the total amount of applied credits applied to an invoice, and additionally, mouse over the blue ‘i’ icon to 
see a summary detail of the credit memo(s) that were applied.   
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NOTE:   Once a credit memo(s) has been applied to an invoice, the Company and Vendor selections are not editable.  In 

order to change the company or vendor for that invoice, the credit memo must be set back to an Open Credit (unapplied 

from the invoice).  At that point, the user will be able to modify the company and vendor if they have the appropriate 

permissions. 

This is the warning message that would be seen in this situation: 

 

 

If a user does wish to change a Credit Memo from an Applied to an Open status, they would need to click on the ‘Mark 

As Credit’ action button on the Credit Memo.  Once they do this, they would see a popup like the one below which 

shows what invoices this Credit Memo is currently applied to.  A user would then just need to Mark this Credit Memo as 

an Open Credit. 
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Applying a credit memo to an invoice with a smaller amount than the credit memo itself 

Previously, if a user tried to apply a credit memo that was more than (or equal to) the invoice they were trying to apply 
to, they would get an error indicating that the credit memo must be less than the invoice.  With this release, when a user 
opens the Apply Credit window, and selects an Open Credit that is equal to or greater than the invoice they are trying to 
apply it to, this action will be allowed followed by a notification letting the user know that the invoice will be updated with 
a status of ‘Paid by Credit’. 

 

As can be seen below, once an invoice is ‘Paid by Credit’ the fields are no longer editable on the invoice (same behavior 
as if the invoice were ‘Paid’). 

 

In this case, the status at the upper right is showing ‘Paid By Credit’ now.   
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New Credit Memo Reports 

Additionally, there are two new reports being added to be able to export/view open and applied credit information. 

The Applied Credit Memo Report returns applied credit memos based on the Applied date range and Company name 

if desired. 

 

 

The Open Credit Memo Report returns open credit memos based on the ‘invoice’ date range and Company name if 

desired. 
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Vendor Type Priority 
With the new Priority Sorting functionality and ability to utilize this information on the My Invoices Confirmation page, 

we have added the ability to designate a priority ranking number to client’s vendor types.  In order to edit these priority 

rankings, an Administrator would need to go to the Administration -> Vendor Priority.  From there, a user can designate 

a priority ranking number starting at 1 being the highest priority. 

 

Priority Sort and Updated My Invoices Confirmation Page 

The following functions are intended to provide easier sorting for users, and even apply that sorting to the My Invoice 
Confirmation page so that only the highest priority invoices that are available to be paid within the bank account balance 
are selected for Approval.   

NOTE:  If you would like to enable this functionality, an Administrator would need to go to the ‘Administration’ -> ‘Site 
Setup’ page, and scroll to the bottom to find the below ‘Default Sort Priority Configuration’.  From here, they should click 
on the checkbox to enable the Sort, and they can further create the Default Sort criteria that would be used across the 
company (although, each individual user could change the Sort criteria on their current view when they’d like). 

Here is the section within the ‘Site Setup’ that allows for the Sort and Default Sort criteria to be set. 
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Priority Sort Function 

On the My Invoice Confirmation page, users should now be able to see new buttons on the ‘Valid Approvals’ 

 

One of the buttons a user can select is the ‘Sort’ button, which will bring up the popup window below: 

 

This is a multi-sort function that allows for setting multiple levels for invoices to be sorted by.  For instance, a user can sort 
invoices by Due Date, Vendor Type Priority, and Amount.  Invoices will always be grouped by bank account, so there is no 
need to add that as a sort filter.   

Once selecting a sort filter to add, click on the green ‘plus’ icon next to the filter to apply that sort filter to the custom sort. 
Once the sort priority list is set up, the user just needs to click on ‘Apply Sort’ for those sort rankings to be applied to the 
‘Valid Approvals’ list.    

Note:  To sort by ‘Fast Track’, and have those items that are fast tracked to be sorted first, the order should be set to 
‘Highest to Lowest’.   

Select Warning and Error Invoices Buttons 

Along with the new ‘Sort’ Button on the ‘Valid Approvals’ section, there are two new ‘Select’ buttons that will allow a user 
to select invoices that have warnings and/or errors next to them (the red and yellow triangle icons).  Utilizing this, along 
with the Sort functions, will allow a user to remove invoices from the Valid Approvals list where there may not be a bank 
account balance to pay them.   
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When a user selects either or both buttons above, invoices will get automatically selected in the Valid Approval screen 
that have a Warning or Error beside them.  Any invoices where there are balance issues (either fall below the minimum 
balance or below zero), there will be a warning or error next to that invoice.  By using these buttons, a user can auto-select 
these invoices and then click the ‘Remove’ button.  This more easily allows a user to remove invoices from their approval 
queue based on having a lower priority and not enough funds to pay them. 

When clicking the select buttons, the checkboxes for any warning and/or error invoices will get checked.   
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New Approval Routing Option:  Company Attributes 

Many clients have multiple approval processes with really only minor differences between them.  Often times, the reason 
why multiple processes must be created is due to different groups or categories of the companies/properties/associations 
in the client portfolio.  There are now two additional fields available under the Company Detail (in the Approval Process 
Settings section) for company ‘attributes’.   

 

Any text specified in one or both of these attribute fields can then be utilized in the Approval Process routing configuration.  
If you have set these attribute values, and would like your approval processes modified to leverage these new attributes, 
please contact support and they can assist in updating or adding new approval processes.   

 

Additional Features  

Below is a list of selected features that were also added in this release.  Not all are listed, but these are ones to note 
outside of the other features already documented above. 

S14718 Update AvidPay Bank Account Request and Authorization Logic to not include Inactive Companies 

S15033 

AvidPay Payments - Remove leading ; on Check Stub notes when invoice account number field is 

blank 

S14378 Void and Reissue bug when vendor changes 

S14347 

Perf:  Improve the system performance when approving a large number of invoice from My 

Invoices summary 

S14978 Update AvidPay Integration to ignore Cleared Date for Custom Checks 

S15284 Edit Locked Fields in bank and bank account only display when the fields are locked 

S15251 New Approval Process Routing Option - Route by EBill Provider 

S15210 Create new vendor types from vendor integration 

S15156 Add search by status “Paid By Credit” in invoice search 
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New Role Permissions 

No new Role Permissions added. 

Type Id Action Target Status Description 

      

      

      

      

 

 


